Sivers Function
• describes transverse-momentum distribution of unpolarized quarks inside 
• fundamental prediction of QCD (in non-perturbative regime)
➡ goes to heart of gauge formulation of field theory
• Polarized Drell-Yan:
➡ major milestone in hadronic physics (HP13)
• Importance of factorization in QCD: • Detailed machine design and costing using 1 snake in MI ➡ Spin@Fermi collaboration provide design → t l t t l tti f NOVA → get latest lattice for NOVA: › translate "mad8" optics file to spin tracking code ("zgoubi") → determine intrinsic resonance strength from depolarization calculations → do single particle tracking ith " go bi" ith no el single snake → do single particle tracking with "zgoubi" with novel single-snake → set up mechanism for adding errors into the lattice:
› 
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• Global fit to sin   ) asymmetry in 
